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Instruction Sheet IS-95084 
 

 
BLAUPUNKT AMPLIFIER GROUNDING SHIELD AFTER  PA 

REPLACEMENT (PRÉVOST #900610 BY #900795) 
 
APPLICATION 
This instruction sheet is applicable only after PA replacement (Prévost #900610 by #900795). Moreover, 
perform the amplifier grounding procedure only if  Blaupunkt amplifier(s) is (are) installed on the vehicle. 

 

MATERIAL 

Kit # 404476 includes the following parts. 

Part No. Description Qty 

404475 Adapter (cable)  (1 spare for XL-40, H3-40, H3-41 coaches) 2 

IS-95084 Instruction Sheet 1 

FI-95084 Feuille d'instructions 1 

PROCEDURE 

Warning: Park vehicle safely, apply parking brake, stop engine and set battery master switch(es) to the 
OFF position prior to working on the vehicle. 

  
                                  FIGURE 1: BLAUPUNKT AMPLIFIER                        23094 
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H3 VEHICLES 

The amplifier(s) is (are) located above the driver’s compartment and before forward L.H. parcel rack  
(Fig. 2).  

1. From driver’s compartment, locate dome light panel (Fig. 2). 

2. Remove four snap caps and retaining screws from dome light panel, remove panel and let hang by 
the wires. 

3. Repeat step #3 for each amplifier. Remove forward R.H. mounting screw (Fig. 1). Install proper 
adapter extremity (Prévost #404475) through the amplifier mounting screw. Connect other extremity to 
the amplifier.  

Note: Two amplifiers are installed on H3-45 vehicles and one amplifier is installed on H3-40 and H3-41 
vehicles. Consequently the kit for H3-40 and H3-41 vehicles includes a spare adapter.  

4. Make sure that cables are properly connected to the amplifier.   

5. Reinstall dome light panel (Install the retaining screws and the four snap caps). 
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FIGURE 2: - DOME LIGHT PANEL 
AMPLIFIER(S) LOCATION ON H3 COACHES 

 
XL VEHICLES 

On XL-40 coach (one) amplifier is provided and  located underneath dashboard at driver's feet. On XL-45 
coach (two) amplifiers are provided and they are located inside forward L.H. parcel rack (behind driver). 

On XL-40 coach: Remove the "Phillips-head" screws retaining the amplifier protector. Remove protector  
(Fig. 3). 
 
On XL-45 coach: Remove the "Phillips-head" screws (Fig. 4) retaining the amplifier plastic cover. Remove 
cover. 

1. Repeat step #1 for each amplifier. Remove forward R.H. mounting screw (Fig. 1). Install proper 
adapter extremity (Prévost #404475) through the amplifier mounting screw (Fig. 1). Connect other 
extremity to the amplifier.  
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Note: Two amplifiers are installed on XL-45 coaches and one amplifier is installed on XL-40 coaches. 
Consequently the  kit for XL-40  vehicles includes a spare adapter.  

2. Make sure that cables are properly connected to the amplifier.   

3. Reinstall amplifier protector  (XL-40 coach) or the amplifier plastic cover (XL-45 coach). 
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FIGURE 3: DASHBOARD -  
    AMPLIFIER LOCATION ON XL-40 COACHES             
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FIGURE 4: INSIDE FORWARD L.H. PARCEL RACK (BEHIND DRIVER)  - 
AMPLIFIERS LOCATION  ON XL-45 COACH 


